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How to Use the Dim

Caution
*Use the bracelet fully charged. Do not use the 
bracelet on low power.

*Do not turn off the power while the Dim is inserted.
*Do not remove the Dim until notified.

Do not place
in your mouth

Please read before use
●The product is intended for ages 8 and older. Please do not give the product to anyone below the specified age.

Caution

s e r i e s
8-years old and above

Instruction Manual ver.1.0

*The Dim registers the user information used within the Vital Bracelet when initially inserted. Once used, the Dim cannot be used on other Vital Bracelets.

Dim is a data memory drive that is used 
as an expansion for the Vital Bracelet

Gain access to areas and missions
Gain access to the Digimon data that lives within the area
Gain access to area graphics that are used as backgrounds

Removing the Dim

Wearing your Vital Bracelet Hatching your Digi-Egg Your very own Digimon Transition to the home screen

Insert the Dim Data transfer Transfer complete

Error ②Deleting dataError ①

Removing the Dim
Remove the Dim from 
the Dim card.

Insert the Dim into the Dim slot 
on the Vital Bracelet while 
on the home screen.

The data stored within 
the Dim will copy the 
data into the Vital 
Bracelet. It will take 
approximately 
50 seconds for the 
copying to complete.

Once the copy is 
done, the Dim’s 
information will 
display.

Remove the Dim 
once the image on 
the right displays.

The error shown on the left 
appears when the copy fails. 
Remove the Dim, and then 
follow the instructions shown on 
the bracelet to reinsert the Dim.

If there is no 
space available, 
you will be 
prompted to 
delete your 
Digimon.

The error shown on the left 
appears when the data is broken, 
or an unusable Dim is inserted. 
*This error will also appear when 
a Dim registered on another 
Vital Bracelet has been inserted.

You will transition to the 
home screen where you 
can begin training your 
Digimon.

Once the data is 
read, your Digimon 
will appear from the 
hatched Digi-Egg.

The Digi-Egg 
will hatch using 
the copied data 
from the Dim.

Put the Vital 
Bracelet on when 
the image on the 
right appears.

<Usage Warnings>
●Discard plastic packaging immediately after opening.
●Do not place the product on resin treated products such as sofas, seats, and tiles. 

Long-term exposure may discolor the product.

●Do not forcibly pull or bend moveable parts or attachments.
●The product is composed of various electronic components. Do not drop, wet, dirty, or dismantle 

the product. Do not use or store the product under extreme temperatures.

●This instruction manual applies to the Dim card series. ●Images used in the instruction manual may not reflect the actual product. ●Sample images only.


